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Welcome to New Members
Since our last edition, the following players have joined
Radley and we extend a very warm welcome to:
George Braithwaite, Edward Burn, Duncan Colquhoun
and Donald and Fiona Francis. We hope you will enjoy
your tennis and your membership enormously.
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Club Refurbishment

February Edition:
This is the fourth newsletter of the 2021/22 season
and this Better Than The Last features what should
be the final word on the Radley Refurbishment and
the appeal that funded it, as well as match reports,
results, tournament previews and a selection of news
from Radley, Bristol and others clubs, nationally and
internationally.
The Radley team presence in Bristol until late
March means that the twinning of the two clubs
continues and so it makes sense to combine
BRTC and RCTC news in one place. The
intention is to keep members of both clubs
informed of what is happening at either end of the
90 mins journey.

The welcome mat has been rolled out at Radley!

The new doormat sets to tone for the refurbished
clubrooms, which seem to be meeting with general
approval and certainly represent a change in style from
what went before.

We hope readers will find much to interest them in
these pages, which contains a variety of news for
Radley and Bristol members, as well as for, and from,
the wider community of Real Tennis, with updates on
new court projects and old court restorations.

Thank you, kind donors, for helping us achieve our
objective of presenting members and visitors alike with a
smarter, more comfortable, stylish and better equipped
club, for the benefit of all.

Radley College Tennis Court:
Relentlessly Positive & Positively Relentless
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Thank you to all members, visitors and Pros for their
patience in living, and playing, though the works and
we hope that the memory of the disruption will quickly
fade.

wall, phone box or other piece of street furniture in
his hometown of Bristol), we had to settle for
Shakespeare; with the lines from Henry V, Act 1, sc
ii, needless to say, being the real tennis fanatic’s
favourite quotation: ‘Tennis balls, my liege…’.
But we had more walls to fill. What better to put on
them than four of Michael Do’s stunning images of
Rob Fahey and Camden Riviere in action during the
2016 World Championship Challenge at Newport RI.
These forehand and backhand shots from both
players have made a striking addition to the link
corridor between the court, clubrooms and the
College’s Sports Centre, and they look particularly
impressive when illuminated at night.

The hard-working, un-flappable, resourceful and
continuously cheerful duo of Roger and Rufus
did a splendid job of realising the refurbishment
plans over the weeks they spent at the club.
During the time, they became fascinated by the
game and had a couple of hits to see if it really
could be as hard as it looks. It is,

The next time you have to pick your opponent’s ball
out of the Winning Gallery, do look up, as you may
need a bit of inspiration. This photo is of MFD and
CJR at the hazard end of the court during the final of
the 1983 British Open Doubles, which they won. It
has been turned into a wall vinyl under the Winning
Gallery penthouse.

We wanted some original artwork on the walls of
the clubroom. Given the elusiveness of Banksy
(presumably away adding huge value to another
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Donor events
All donors who gave more than £125 (the amount the
College did not collect during Covid in membership
fees) were invited to an evening event at the court on
Friday 14 January 2022. The evening comprised a
feast of competition tennis from the British number 1
and 2 players, Ben Taylor-Matthews and Bryn
Sayers, with supper, in our refurbished clubroom.
The match-up of Bryn and Ben forms the Premier
League of the National League match series (of
which more on p4), which they are playing at a
number of different clubs. This event was neatly
wrapped into the invitation-only event for donors.
Their encounter was preceded by a feisty best-ofthree set singles between Levi Gale from the
Oratory and our own Nino Merola, playing level.

Pews taken from the Radley College Chapel to
allow it to be extended had spent several
months in a barn, where they had proved VERY
popular with the roosting birds (see above) ,
before being brought to the tennis club. Much
elbow grease and disinfectant was expended to
restore them to current condition.

Bryn and Ben, who are about 10-12 points better
than Levi and Nino, showed us world-class level of
play and, lastly, Bryn and Levi took on Nino and Ben
in a thrilling doubles.

One unexpected element of their restoration
was the need to remove QUANTITIES of
chewing gum from under the seats. Shhh, don’t
tell the Warden!

Bryn Sayers, Levi Gale, Nino Merola
and Ben Taylor-Matthews before their doubles at Radley on 14 January

What a fantastic evening of tennis was enjoyed by
the guests, with supper, Pol Roger and heaps of
other drinks. Grateful thanks go to the players for
their great efforts and considerable skills.

The audio-visual component of the refurb is still
not quite complete, but the elements are in
place and they all work. Various configurations
are being tried before everything is wired up and
cameras are fixed into place, with adequate
protection from Nino’s super-ballistic shots.

Donors of significant gifts to the Appeal were invited
to an additional event, which also funded and
catered for by MHT. This second event was ‘A
Vintage Evening’, which was held away from the
club. Guests toasted the completion of the
refurbishment with Vintage Pol Roger Champagne
2008 (from the year of the court’s opening), which
was compared with the Vintage of 2013.

The user-friendly marking app runs on a tablet
and can be cast to the TVs downstairs and up in
the Gallery Café. The photo above shows the
screen that can be swung out as a scoreboard
for spectators during matches.
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services. The tennis community is most grateful for FLM’s
support and here is a link to the company’s website:
https://www.flmltd.com/.

After supper, the guests were treated to some of
CJR’s reflections on the Men’s World
Championship and Champions of the past and
present and he answered questions on a variety
of tennis topics.
The cake that rounded off the meal was made
by the BRTC cake-maker extraordinaire, Becky
Geere, and featured champagne bottle candles,
tennis racquets and a reference to CJR’s recent
completion of fifty years as a Professional. It
tasted every bit as good as it looked!

The National League is split into different divisions by
handicap, from Premier to 9, and the ties go on
throughout the season. These matches represent great
opportunities for club players to watch their top
competitive members and Pros from different clubs in
action.
Marking Fifty Years – first the book and now the cake

In the super-connected world of real tennis, it is quite
normal for players to belong to and play for different
clubs. Nino has teamed up in Division 3 with Bridport
Professional, Jez Brodie, and they played for Radley (at
Radley) on 3 December against Adam Player and partner
from Wellington, which resulted in the second win on the
trot for Nino and Jez.

RCTC Professional News
Josh King and Victor Till have proved to be great
additions to the Radley Pro team during the period of
CJR’s secondment to Bristol. CJR and MHT will be
back permanently from late March when a new
Professional will be starting at the Bristol club (see
p9). In the future, Victor will be working part-time in his
other profession of tree surgery, so do ask him to help,
if you have appropriate projects of the tree and hedge
variety.

They played again on 10 Dec at RTC, and Nino currently
stands in first place among the players in Division 3 and
4. Nino is also playing for Manchester in Division 1
(confusing, isn’t it?)
Here is Jenny Jones’ match report:

Congratulations to Nino and Tori Toates (CJR’s
godchild and daughter of Barry Toates, the retired
head professional of Hobart) on their recent
engagement. It is wonderful news, and we wish them
all the best in their continuing life together.

It's great to be back!
National League Division 1
Oxford: Craig Greenhalgh & Roman Krznaric
Manchester: Robert Shenkman & Nino Merola

National League
The National League is lucky to have found a
generous sponsor in FLM Wealth Management, an
appointed representative of St James Place Wealth
Management, advising on the Group’s products and

What an exhilarating display of top-class tennis these
guys staged for us last night! In front of a small,
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but perfectly formed, audience of tennis and wine

enormously and were very grateful to Savage Selection

connoisseurs, Craig and Roman represented Oxford,

Ltd and to Derek Williams for their generous sponsorship

taking on the Might of Manchester in the form of Rob

of this evening of close and thrilling match tennis.

Shenkman and Radley's ubiquitous gun-for-hire, Nino
Merola. In all three matches, Oxford sprinted to a

Josh King’s National League Division 6 campaign is also
going well, as he has won 4/5 with just one more to play,
and his Hatfield team is currently in 1st place by a
comfortable margin. Like Nino, he is in first place in his
League standings.

lead, only to be pegged back by the ruthless
Manchester players.

This was Craig's first match in a long time, and he

His latest match was a significant challenge that resulted
in his only loss so far. He played singles against Henry
Henman (representing Oxford) on Friday 4 February at
the Oxford court and Henry won 6-3, 5-6, 6-4. If you
missed it, you missed a cracker! Josh was 5-2 down in
the second set, then 5-1 down in the third and saved
NINE match points before he finally succumbed.

played well to match Rob's dogged determination.
There were so many supersonic forces into the
dedans from both players that audience and marker
alike feared for their lives at numerous points! The
ground covered by both players was remarkable, with

Last season, Josh was Runner-up as the ‘Most Valuable
Player’ in his League for his results and is on track to
repeat or exceed the feat this season.

apparently unachievable 'gets' on both sides.
Eventually, Rob's match practice helped him win 6-3,

Tournament News –

6-4.

Of the three major national inter-club team competitions,
the premier is the Pol Roger Trophy, to which entry must
be gained via promotion from The Field Trophy. Like the
Pol Roger, The Field Trophy has no lower handicap limits
and is played level, with the third level of competition
being the Brodie Cup (see below).

Roman's match against Nino followed a similar
pattern, with Oxford's man leading 4-2 and then 5-3 in
the first set before Nino stormed through to take the
set 6-5. The second set offered many breathtaking

The Field Trophy

rests with both players careering around the court,
picking up cut shots in all corners. Eventually Nino
prevailed 6-5, 6-4.

The doubles was a dazzling display of highspeed, high-class tennis, involving aggressive
volleying and accurate shooting at both grille and
winning gallery. Again, Oxford took an early lead but
were finally overcome by Manchester's powerful
game, 8-6.

The enthusiastic audience enjoyed the occasion
The Field Trophy
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The format of all three competitions is identical, with
three singles and two doubles rubbers and a team of
seven on either side.

Radley in November and won the exciting and hotly
contested match by three rubbers to two, advancing to the
Quarter Final stage of the competition, in which they faced
a seasoned team from Jesmond Dene in December.
Another victory propelled the Radley team into the Semifinal, against Wellington, in late January.

As Bristol did not enter a side this year for The Field
Trophy, it was left to Radley to carry the hopes of the
conjoined clubs.
This first foray into The Field Trophy has turned into
quite an adventure for Radley. The team was made
up of the finest players we can assemble, including
several former and current club champions, with an
age spread of 15-71.
Against all the odds, as Mike Henman and Stewart
Licudi have one good leg between them, a win against
Holyport in the quarterfinal was followed by a 5-0 win
against Hatfield in the semi-final.

The Brodie Cup, flanked by the prizes, provided by sponsors Pol Roger

It was particularly pleasing to see so many club
members packing the galleries for this latter match,
lured by the prospect of a display of excellent club
tennis (and, perhaps, lunch). They were not
disappointed and enjoyed a terrific match against a
gallant side from Hertfordshire.

Suffice it to say that, alas, the semi-final tie was lost, and
so Wellington will face Oxford in the Final in March, down
in Bridport. We had hoped to play (yet again) Oxford or
perhaps our sibling, Bristol, in the Final, but (sigh) not this
year.

The Final will be held at Moreton Morrell Tennis Court
Club on Saturday 5 March 2022. Play will commence
at 10am and supporters will be most welcome,
particularly as we will be playing the club’s perpetual
rivals and close friends, Oxford.

Many thanks to all who represented Radley in this
season’s campaign and commiserations on not being able
to go further this year. We’ll be back…

The Radley squad comprises; Mick Dean, Stewart
Licudi, Ed Lyle, Charlie Harries-Jones, Henry
Henman, Mike Henman, Charles Human, Hamish
Miller and Benedict Yorston, from which seven
players will be picked for the three Singles and two
Doubles rubbers. They will hugely appreciate your
support at any time during the match.

It was a Radley clean sweep at the National Fathers &
Sons tournament at Leamington in early January. Mike
and Henry Henman repeated their success of three years
ago by winning this level event in emphatic style.

National Fathers and Sons

Notably, their opponents in the first round were the Bristol
duo, James and Hamish Dron, who gave the eventual
victors a very good run for their money.

Please let Maggie know if you intend to go along, as
she will be going up as Chief Cheerleader and can let
MMTCC know about numbers for lunch.
The Brodie Cup
By curious chance, both Bristol and Radley advanced,
in opposite sides of the draw, to the Semi Finals.
Could it be a Radley v Bristol Final? Radley’s story is
recounted below, and Bristol’s will be found on p11.
Henry (right), now a tall 15-year-old, was a very different size
when he and Mike (left) last won this title.

The Radley Brodie Cup team faced the MCC at.
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The Handicap event, which ran concurrently with the
open competition, was won by the Radley duo of
Chris and Louis Manson. Excellent work by all
Radley entrants!

The second semi, though equally entertaining in its way,
was less nervy, as Radley 2 quickly established their
dominance and took the set 6-1…
The all-Radley final could have been something of an
anti-climax, but, to everyone’s credit, there was a fine
display of positive and skillful tennis, with both pairs
proving accomplished in attacking shots and in defence.
Ultimately, Radley 1 prevailed (6-2) mainly by virtue of
showing greater control and variety in their serving, which
kept their opponents down at the hazard end for longer
than they might have wished – but it was a closer match
than the score would suggest.

Junior Tennis
The National Schools Doubles Championships took
place in early Feb, with great success for Radley
teams.
In the U16 event, held at Radley, three College pairs
made it through to the knock-out stages, with
Radley 1 and Radley II contesting the Final and the
Radley III pair (Mikolaj Rutka and Theo Henman)
finishing sixth. Radley I (Hugo Acheson-Gray &
Ambrose Garson) beat Radley II (Rory Acheson-Gray
& Woody Walker) 6-2 to clinch the title.

Finalists, Radley I and Radley II

In the Senior A Grade U18 Doubles tournament at
Queens, Magnus Garson (elder brother of Ambrose and
the recent and glorious winner of the Foster Cup, the
premier Rackets event for school-age players) and his
partner, Ed Alder, prevailed over the Wellington first pair,
8/7, in a tight Final. The other Radley pairs were Harry
Markham & Monty Donald who finished fifth; and Arthur
Carr & Freddie James who came seventh.

Master in Charge of Real Tennis, Andrew Bishop,
reports:
The first Colts semi-final, between Radley 1 and
Canford 1 was the match of the day. In a tense
encounter, involving (from both pairs) nervous
serving, as many tentative ground strokes as there
were controlled ones, fabulous volleying, astonishing
reflex returns, and more than a few lucky net cords
and racket frames, Canford reached match point at 53. Radley then fought back to 5-5, and at 40-all, Rory
A-G served an ace that landed in the nick and took
the home pair to the final.

Congratulations on a brilliant collective effort to all
involved in this terrific performance by Radley College
tennis, to the players, of course, and to the coaching
team of Andrew Bishop, Mick Dean and Mike Henman not to mention the Pros!
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The LRTA National School Girls’ Tournament
Reflecting the current twinning of the Radley and
Bristol clubs, we are delighted to report that each club
had an entrant in this Ladies’ Real Tennis Association
competition.
The event was held at Wellington on 15 and 16
January 2022 and the organisers, Jill Newby and Alex
Garside, reported:
‘This is an exciting time for junior girls’ tennis, as seen
at the National Schools Tournament held at
Wellington last weekend. The standard of play is
greatly improving and with the wonderful number of
entries from Wellington, entries from the Oratory after
just one term’s tuition from team Fahey, as well as
entries from Cambridge, [Radley} and Bristol, it is very
encouraging.

In the first doubles semi-final Malati and Jessica played
well at the beginning of the match forcing Issy and Emilia
to make errors and so take a 3–0 lead. Once the errors
were cut out and some super volleying Issy and Emilia
took the set 6–3. In the next semi-final Lydia and Charlotte
beat Clemmie and Daisy 6–2 with more attacking play.
The final was an all-Wellington affair.’

The U15 singles and doubles events were held on
Saturday and U19 events on Sunday with group
matches leading to knock out stages. In the first U15
singles group Malati Rice (Bristol) went flying through
her matches to win the group and Emilia Pitts
(Wellington) concentrated well to make sure she won
her last match to come through as runner – up.

Malati has been invited to a trial for the LRTA
Development Programme, which will involve attending a
second assessment session on Sunday 13 February at
the Oratory with Claire Fahey; an inspiring prospect.

Felicity Riddall Bell (Cambridge) and Clemmie
Batstone (Wellington [and Radley]) both served well
to come through as winner and runner up of their
groups. In the first semi-final Clemmie played Malati.
Clemmie settled into the match very quickly with some
consistent play and excellent volleys.

All of which leads us very neatly on to the BRTC section
of Better Than The Last.

Malati couldn’t repeat the sparkling play of her group
matches and in particular could not produce her earlier
tight serving resulting a 6-2 win for Clemmie.
The final was a very close affair. Clemmie started off
well with some immaculate nick serving to quickly take
a 2–0 lead. Felicity raised her game with some stylish
backhands, and it was soon 3-3.
Bristol Real Tennis Club
Clemmie hit some super volleys, but Felicity’s
consistency took her to a 6-3 then a 7–4 lead.
Clemmie clawed back a couple of games but then
Felicity started attacking the return of serves into the
corners of the court again and finished off the match
with an ace serve, winning 8–6.

BRTC News
A sombre note on which to start this section, as the
following sad announcement was sent to all BRTC
members on 5 January:
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sent to Leamington members:

We are very sorry to report that Peter (PJ) Probyn,
the Club’s President, died peacefully in his sleep this
morning.

Yesterday, our Head Professional, Ben Taylor-Mathews,
informed me that he has been offered, and subsequently
accepted, the role of Head Professional at Bristol Real
Tennis Club and will be leaving at the end of March.

PJ was one of the very first players to join the Club
after its formation in 1985 and was active as both a
player and as an enthusiastic recruiter of new
members in the years leading up to the building of
our court in 1997.

Ben joined the team of tennis professionals at LTCC in
August 2014 and worked with Kevin Sheldon for 6 months
before taking full control. During this period Ben has
constantly been in the top handful of players in the world,
travelling the globe and enthralling spectators wherever he
played.

He served as a member of the Club committee and
as a Director of the Limited Company (which owns
the court building) for many years.
He took on the role of Chairman in 2002 and served
in that role for four eventful years which saw the Club
develop and grow under his expert guidance. Peter
continued to participate in many of the Club’s
activities in subsequent years and was elected as
President in 2018 in recognition of his prolonged and
significant contributions to the Club for over 35 years.
He will be sadly missed, and we send our deepest
sympathies to Angela and the rest of his family.
On Wednesday 2 February, fellow players,
family members and friends gathered on the
tennis court to pay tribute to the life and
contribution of Peter ’PJ’ Probyn, who died
after a serious illness and more than a year of
declining health. His funeral was held earlier in
the day at St Mary’s, Abbotts Leigh, which was
packed to the doors.
Jan Fuller, BRTC’s splendid Social Secretary,
masterminded the refreshments; and Ben
Coleman and she did sterling work in making
the tennis court a more appropriate setting for a
large gathering and tea by taking down the net,
protecting the floor and setting out tables and
chairs.

BTM, the Runner-up, and John Lumley,
the 2021 British Open Champion

Back at ‘home’, Ben has helped to improve the standard of
tennis at the club in addition to firing up enthusiasm for the
game with our court utilisation now currently higher than I
can remember! He has helped introduce many new
people to the game and their enthusiasm spreads
throughout the club at all levels.

The Professionals
The lead item of Professional news is the
announcement that Ben Taylor-Matthews will be
moving from his position of Head Professional at
the Leamington Tennis Court Club.

During Ben’s time at LTCC, he has been instrumental in
securing international tournaments as well as attracting
players from around the world to play in our tournaments.
His organisational skills have been excellent.

An announcement has not yet been made by the
Bristol Committee, but the following message was
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We have been extremely fortunate to have had such a
highly skilled Professional at the club and I’m sure
you’ll want to join me in wishing him and his wife, Sally,
all the best for the future.
We will provide a further update shortly but if you have
any questions please get in touch.
Kind regards
Andy Dixon

Intra-Club Competitions
The Hangover Doubles – 1 January 2022
‘This year we had five couples contesting the Hangover
Doubles, a handicap event that is played not too seriously
on New Year’s Day.
Each pair plays the others in a first to six game set, with
two additional rules - players wearing hats to receive a
bisque (i.e., a point that can be claimed once in the set)
and serving to be done from the hazard end.

Chairman LTCC, 2 February 2022
-

-

-

In the previous newsletter, we reported
that a farewell party had been arranged as
a fitting way of wishing Kevin King a long
and enjoyable retirement. However, the
surge of the Omicron variant of Covid-19
led to the postponement of this event. No
alternative date has yet been agreed.

CJR has retied the remaining balls at the club
and made new ones, so that there are now
201 tightly made projectiles, which is a goodly
number to rotate and maintain two sets to
optimal standard. Chris is making one a day,
so will have finished about 250 by the time he
leaves, thus adding a third set.
The court floor has been given a deep
clean, to remove a couple of decades of
muck, and we are hugely grateful to the
T&RA for providing a support grant of £350
towards this essential work, resulting in a
much-improved playing surface.

The Amateurs -

Everyone came with a hat and perhaps there should have
been a prize for the best – or worst – one!
The first pair needed to be away by lunch time so had to
play all of their matches consecutively. This meant that
they were able to hone their serving and receiving skills
as they went along, making them the overall winners, in
absentia.
The other pairs learnt as they went along, with calls of
‘bisque’ being made at regular intervals and some very
classy returns of serve as players gradually became more
accustomed to the twists and turns of the ball.

New Members:
Now that the court at BRTC is full, we have eased off
the recent membership drive somewhat, but are
delighted to have welcomed more new players to the
club since Christmas and many of them to the world
of tennis for the first time:
We hope that you will enjoy your membership of the
Bristol club and your real tennis enormously.
In good spirits – and not just because of the hangovers!
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A great time was had by all and a very big thank you
to Chris Ronaldson for organising and all the
marking.’
Inter-Club Tournaments
On p7 we recounted the end of Radley’s hopes in
this year’s Brodie Cup.
Sadly, Bristol suffered an identical fate, by failing
to advance beyond the Semi Final stage, and so,
with all sincerity, we can say that Radley shares
and feels your pain.
Represented by Stuart Andrews, Chris Barnard,
George Bretten, Nick Geere, Max Gunning, Chris
Harland and Reggie Williams, Bristol beat
Prested, Petworth and Canford on the way to the
Semi against Oxford that was played at Bristol and
that was an absolute nail-biter.
Oxford won the first two rubbers. Max Gunning
outclassed his opponent and then Chris Harland
came from a set down to square the match at two
rubbers each. In the deciding doubles, the top pair
of Chris Barnard and Reggie led by a set and 3-0,
before gradually succumbing to some terrific
Oxford volleying, as Natalie Barber overcame her
nerves and played to her full ability.
A large and boisterous dedans witnessed the
proceedings, sharing the disappointment and the
delight in good spirits. The meticulous preparation
of Oxford’s non-playing captain, Chris Lintott, paid
off and the Wellington v Oxford Final will take
place at Bridport on Sunday 6 March.
Our U18 Juniors
Matches – External
At last, after two postponements of the fixture, our
juniors were able to contest the first round of the
Peter Luck-Hille Cup.
This knockout competition is designed for higher
handicap U18 players (preferably aged 12-16, with
handicaps in the range of 70-100), who are relatively
new to the game and to match play.

The emphasis of ‘the PLH’ is firmly on the enjoyment of
participation rather than focusing too strongly on the
result. Peter wanted this competition to allow new young
players to get experience and to encourage them to enter
other tournaments.
These twin objectives were achieved by BRTC juniors
Olly Claxton and Malati Rice, who enjoyed the experience
and the warm welcome from James Ryan, the Canford
Pro, and their opponents from Canford School. The tie
resulted in a win for Canford.
Matches – Internal
An U18 League has been established at Bristol,
comprising seven players. In future iterations, other
juniors who improve their handicaps below 85 will be
invited to join the League.
In this League, everyone plays everyone else off
handicap, and the target is that these matches will be
completed by or in the Easter holidays. The League
results sheet has been added to The Junior Wall,
opposite the downstairs kitchen area.
There seems to be a groundswell of support for another
handicap competition during the Easter holidays, in
addition to the club’s U18 level Singles tournament, The
Beale Trophy. More details in due course on this.
Half-term Tennis
We are delighted that Radley members Mike (who once
lived and worked in Bristol and won the John Barford
Bristol Singles Championship in 2005) and his son Henry
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Henman, will be coming back to coach, entertain and
inspire our juniors, and to work with Ben Coleman and
CJR as they did so successfully during the October
half-term weeks.

The next group of half-term holiday tennis coaching
sessions will be during the week of 21 February. We
are again inviting as many juniors as possible to come
and play more real tennis, or to try it for the first time.
Please tell Maggie if you know of any 8 to 18-year-olds
who might like to come along and try the game. There
will be a charge of £10 per head per hour and a
maximum of four players in each of the classes, which
are filling up fast.
Our Students
On 13 February, we will welcome twelve Middlesex
students for a friendly competition against Bristol
University. This event will act as a good warm-up for
the major fixture of the real tennis-playing
universities’ year, the Inter-Universities Tournament
in Cambridge.
This year, it will be held from 10-13 March, and it is
hoped there will be entries from Bristol, Cambridge,
Durham, Exeter, London, Newcastle, Manchester and
Oxford.
Once again, we send grateful thanks to the
Dedanists’ Foundation and to the Jesters, who have
combined to give such generous support to the
development of more junior and student tennis at the
Bristol Club (and nationally, of course!), and who
have kindly pledged additional funding for the rest of
the season, including helping with the costs of
sending a Bristol team to the Inter-Unis Tournament
at CURTC.

In honour of the three-way association, a special poster
has been produced by the maestro of design, Tory Wall,
of the T&RA, which we look forward to receiving and
putting in pride of place on The Junior Wall.
Matches – Inter-club
Ben Coleman reports, with characteristic verve, on the
BRTC v MCC match on 5 Feb:
‘Although wearing MCC colours, Robert Kilgour realised
that his heart was Bristol Blue and faced off against the
enemy. There were some crucial 40-alls that went against
him, and he was put to the sword by a youngster in the
first match.
He then partnered Nick Geere in an epic doubles against
another young pair (highly illegal) - it was to and fro all
the way, but Bristol snatched it 8/7 at the death.
Could this be a wise decision by Robert…?
Nick then took on the other lad in a fantastic match and
at 5/6, it was anybody’s game - anybody being Rufus
Parkes from the MCC…
John Grice stepped up and played some great tennis to
beat a chap off a forties handicap 8/4.
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So, it was two matches each with two to play.
Enter John Redmond.
This splendid human in peak physical fitness, teamed
up with Mr Grice to take the next match to put Bristol
in a strong position.
With only one match to play, John then went head-tohead with the treasurer of the MCC, our own Tony
Elgood, and played a solid game to win 8/3.
Today - I am a proud Bristolian, as we took the day
6/2.
A brilliant day and many thanks to the MCC and
some great fun in the dedans.
Please let it be noted that on his first outing as MCC
captain, I had to give Rufus Parkes a verbal warning
and a suspended sentence for coaching from the
dedans and then trying to deny it.

The Seacourt Silver Racket, a prestigious handicap
Singles tournament for players with handicaps better than
9, took place on Hayling Island from 3-6 February. Live
coverage was streamed, and archived footage (without
commentary or scoreboards) can currently be seen
at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bye-kmQyrrc.
A notable result: The only Radley member, amateur or
Pro, in the tournament was Lea Van Der Zwalmen. She
beat Craig Greenhalgh (Oxford) in straight sets to secure
the only place secured by a female player in the Quarter
Final stage.
There she encountered Lewis Williams, who has returned
to tennis after an absence in Padel and is now working
part-time at Holyport. He is on a mission to reduce his
H12.7 back to its previous low of H6.9. Lea lost, but
gained excellent match practice in advance of the British
and French Opens and the Ladies World Championship

He's young, he will learn.

Zak Eadle beat Lewis Williams 6/5 3/6 6/5 in a thrilling
semi-final. In the second semi, Louis Gordon came from
a set down to beat junior sensation, Max Trueman, 1/6
6/0 6/5.

To be serious for a second…it was great to have a
fun, young pair of rascals bringing it to Bristol.
The highlight of the day (nothing against the tennis)
was Becky Geere's homemade lasagna and
cheesecake.

In the final, Zak started well, taking the first set 6/1. With
the second set much closer, Louis turned his ankle, which
also turned the match, and he had to retire injured, which
made for a rather sad end to the Seacourt Silver Racquet
2022. As a result, Zak’s handicap is down to 7.4.

Thank you so much to Nick and Becky for looking
after us… and special thanks to the incredible hosting
and marking from Ben - a true hero!’

Ladies Real Tennis

Here endeth the BRTC section.
National Tournaments

The LRTA has recently issued this announcement:
‘The

British

Ladies

Open

returns!

Not held since 2019 due to the pandemic, we are
delighted to be back down at Seacourt from
Wednesday 6th - Sunday 10th April 2022 for this
prestigious tournament kindly sponsored by Peter
Luck-Hille.’
Other UK Club News
Needless to say, we prefer to feature positive news about
the tennis courts and clubs of the UK, but sometimes the
negative takes precedence. In this case, it is the recent
and grim news that Middlesex University has given notice
to their Real Tennis court and club that the lease on the
court will not be renewed when it expires in 2026.
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The court was built through the generosity and vision
of Peter Luck-Hille (that great patron of the game,
again!) and stands as a handsome building containing
a court that plays well and is designed to last for
generations.

Under the Club Manager, Chris Bray, and Head
Professional, Will Burns, it is a thriving and busy place
and acts as a model of what can be achieved by a
university club. The mentoring programme, for
example, that pairs up student players with
appropriate senior club members for career guidance,
and even work experience, has been a valuable
innovation, of great benefit to the students.
The loss of this fine court would be significant to the
real tennis community as a whole, although would be
felt most keenly in London. In the capital, the
membership restrictions and cost of playing at the
MCC’s court at Lord’s, the expense and difficulty of
joining Queen’s and the fact that Hampton Court is
ever at capacity and geographically less accessible to
many younger and student players, makes the
existence of the Middlesex court particularly
important.

Fontainebleau

CHAMPIONNAT
INTERNATIONAL
EN
SIMPLE
RÉSERVÉ AUX GARÇONS ET FILLES DE MOINS DE 19
ANS 1-3 April A FONTAINEBLEAU.

The entry form can be found by clicking this link:
https://www.tennisandrackets.com/realtennis/tournaments-fixtures/open-de-france-junior.
The Junior Open Singles will be followed rapidly at
Fontainebleau by the Ladies’ World Singles and Doubles
Championships from 11-17 April. The Ladies’ World
Champs has the format of a regular tournament, rather
than the challenge structure of the Men’s equivalent event.

Click on this link to add your name to the MURTC
petition and join the large group of players fighting the
closure:

https://www.change.org/p/save-our-courtmiddlesex-university-real-tennis-club/.
International Tournaments
France
Although these three following events are a way
ahead, and all taking place in April, it is worth knowing
about them in advance to make the necessary work,
travel and accommodation plans.
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It is a feature of the Ladies’ event that ii is open to
female players of any standard who wish to enter,
giving an extraordinary opportunity for average club
members to square up on level terms to some of the
best lady players on the planet. The seeds will come
into the draw at the more advanced stages of the
competition.

International Club News – The Court Circular
Australia –

Claire Fahey has held the Singles title for the past ten
years and she and Tara Lumley are the reigning World
Doubles Champions. Claire’s dominance of the game
since her first world title at age 19 has been total.
As well as the level Singles competition, there will be
a Handicap Doubles and a Plate Singles event.
The entry form can be accessed through this link:
https://mcusercontent.com/db5e25c109059392ab14b
6739/files/8f2959a9-7fc4-9b56-ce8203bea2a3b876/ENTRY_FORM_LWC_2022.pdf.
Paris
Australian Real Tennis Association
Sydney:

The long-awaited 25th edition of the French Ladies'
International Handicap tournament is to be held at the
Société du Jeu de Paume et de Racquets, 74 ter rue
Lauriston, Paris 75016, from Saturday 30 April to
Monday 2 May 2022 inclusive. This, conveniently
for us, is over a British bank holiday weekend.
The Comité Francais du Jeu de Court Paume
recently released the schedule for the 2022 World
Masters amateur championships. These team and
individual events will last from 14 to 29 May and will
be held in Paris, Fontainebleau and Bordeaux.

The latest news on the court building project at the
Cheltenham Recreation Club is that, of the A$2.7m
target, they have raised around 25% of the total.
forThey are also actively pursuing government grants
and other fundraising activities to enable the
building of the new court in an historic and protected
area of the city.
You can check on progress and make a donation
via their website:
https://www.sydneyrealtennis.com.au/.
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France
The large French section in this issue of Better
Than the Last continues.
Chinon –
The renovation of the court at 10, Rue de Jeu de
Paume, continues to gather pace. It will be a lengthy
project, but the hope and intention is that this court,
which was built in the 1580s, will be open for play
again after about 444 years, in 2024. Perhaps on
the 4 April?
You can help by planning a visit after it opens, but
before that a lot of expensive work needs to be done.
Here is a link to the donation webpage:
https://www.fondation-patrimoine.org/lesprojets/salle-de-jeu-de-paume-a-chinon.
Lea Van Der Zwalmen is quoted on the project
website as saying (in translation):
‘I am particularly sensitive to the idea that an historic
hall can be saved. Court tennis is a sport steeped in
a tradition of diversity since the 15C.
Being able to perpetuate this tradition in such a
magical place will be an honour.’

The website goes on to say: {The court’s] owner, Simon
Berry, a passionate Englishman, has sworn to revive this
ancestor of tennis, very popular in the days of the
Musketeers’.
At the court, in the medieval centre of Chinon, a major
gathering took place on Monday 7 February, with Simon
in attendance.
The Fondation du Patrimoine (https://www.fondationpatrimoine.org/ , using the strapline ‘Let’s bring our
treasures back to life’) organised a visit for various
influential people from Paris (senators, minister of
finance, etc) to view the Chinon Jeu de Paume. We look
forward to hearing more about this event.
The Fondation du Patrimoine/Heritage Foundation is a
national body that operates regionally in France, helping
owners, be they individuals, communities or associations,
to invest in ‘making France more beautiful’.
The Foundation has a 25-year history and supports about
3000 projects each year. It assists nominated and
qualifying projects to find public and private funding so
that the country’s cultural heritage becomes an
opportunity for ‘employment, discovery, education and
connection’ through tax-efficient donations, grants and
sponsorships.
There are structures in place that allow taxpayers outside
France to claim tax deductions in their country of domicile
for donations made to projects in France.

The cleared-out interior of the 16th century Chinon court
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The FdP has given a ‘impact donation’ of E400,000 to
the Chinon court, which is the biggest single donation
they have made. It is splendid that they are
supporting the JdP in such a big way and the hope is
that this confident gesture may encourage other
funds givers to step forward and join the project.
Perhaps it may lead to other court restoration projects
being supported around the country.
A final word about Simon Berry, a long-time Petworth
member and resident of that town, who spends about
half the year in France. Conveniently (though rather
tenuously, we admit), he has links with both the
Radley and Bristol tennis clubs. CJR gave an old
Radley net to him to take over for the regular real
tennis played at the Pau court, and his daughter,
Thea, is an enthusiastic member of the Bristol
University real tennis squad.
Bristol remains, however, the only British court on
which Simon has not yet played and so that mission
must be rectified as soon as his travels allow.
Pau
For the past six years, at least, Simon Berry has been
President of the Jeu de Paume de Navarre, whose
members have been playing regularly on the Pau
court. They have been pressing the municipality for
years to encourage the few remaining trinquet
players at the court to de-camp to one of the many
other facilities in town, thus allowing the restoration of
the Pau tennis court to its former glory and for the
exclusive playing of tennis.

The JdePdeN website http://jeudepaumedenavarre.emonsite.com/pages/content/historique.html contains
much of interest, including a long history of the game in
France in general and, specifically, in the region of
Navarre.
This history contains the following vivid description of the
popularity of the game in France: ‘In 1604, an English
traveller underlined this enthusiasm of the French: "...
tennis players are many more here than drunks in
England. " ‘(from ‘Henri IV, athlete complet’, Jacques de
Saint-Pastou, 1953, pps 115-120).
Simon reports that the positive noises from the Pau
mayoral office means that work at the court might begin
at any time, although frustratingly little is being
communicated in advance.
Simon believes that JdePdeN may be given as little
notice as one month of works beginning on the Pau court,
but he feels there is a chance, just a chance, that the
project may start by Easter.
Pau was built in 1887, using the same design as the
second court in the Tuileries Gardens, has beautiful toplighting from its partially glazed roof. As it has been used
since WWII as a trinquet, there is the need for the
dedans, tambour, hazard penthouse and other woodwork
to be reinstated.
Ireland
Lambay Island
Louis Jebb, Trustee of the Lambay Island Trust, is the
main advocate of the restoration of the real tennis court
on the small island off the east coast, near Dublin.

The real tennis court, standing out as the white edifice on the seafront in the
photo above, was built by Sir Edwin Lutyens in 1922.
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He has passed to us a copy of a document ‘An
Invitation to Participate in its Restoration and Return
to Use’ that we will leave in the Radley clubroom for
members to peruse. There is much of interest in it.

no visible tambour yet…on the other hand, the thing that
looks like a trash bin is the form for the hole where the
basket will go’ [see the photo below]. Haven adds: ‘The
mezzanine where the bar will be is pretty complete.’

The target amount the Trust wishes to raise is
E600,000, although this includes work on other
structures on the island.

This is the latest photo of the internal structure (courtesy of Haven Pell)

USA

Tuxedo

Washington

Head Professional at The Tuxedo Club, Tim Chisholm,
has been one of the driving forces behind the development
of a prototype graphite racquet, which has been produced
by Harrow in the US. We understand that the racquet has
been made to be as close a copy as possible of Tim’s
Gray’s Extra-tec racquet in weight and balance, and they
look like this:

This is the CAD projection, but there is a REAL photo below

The frame is up and construction of the indoor tennis
centre (total cost is an eye-watering $5.5-6m),
including the real tennis court, is well underway at the
Westwood Country Club, Vienna, Va., with the target
for completion remaining May/June 2022. Yes, so
soon.
Tireless and dedicated, energetic and persuasive
Haven Pell, who has been a main reason for the
successful achievement of an ambitious fund-raising
target in record time, comments that: ‘CJR would say
he still does not believe it [is a court] because there is

These racquets being trialed are the subject of gathering
controversy, as was the Australian graphite racquet
produced in 1987 by John Abrahams, a Ballarat member.
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The risk is that, if graphite racquets make a significant
dent in the market, Gray’s, the only producer in wood,
might cease the manufacture of wooden frames.

corruption of ‘Royal’; and the game began in the
mid-14C and was only played by Medieval elites,
but you can’t have everything.

Real tennis forms a tiny percentage of Grays
business, from which they make negligible profit. The
very real threat to the continuation of the game if
Grays were to cease production put paid to further
development of non-wooden frames for another 35
years.

The footage of play is interesting, not least
because of the unusual and rather perilous
camera position, by the net on the Main Wall side,
although the players are careful to avoid this area
of the court.

The technical differences of graphite as a material
means that a racquet can be made lighter, stiffer and
more cheaply than a wooden frame. However, it risks
changing the game. It means the ball can be struck
harder, which is likely to encourage that aspect of play
at the expense of cutting the ball and may well remove
a great deal of variation of pace from the game.
It could increase the dangers of serious impact injuries
and the stiffness of the frame might also cause greater
incidence of tennis elbow.
Change is not guaranteed to be progress, although
experimentation is fascinating and to be encouraged.
More on this as the story unfolds…
The Last Gallery
In case you haven’t seen this already, you can
click on this link https://fb.watch/a-FC1XCYXs/
to watch lean-faced actor Damien Lewis
playing real tennis, briefly, on the Tuxedo
court, in the TV series, Billions. His opponent
appears to be playing lawn tennis, though,
from the look of that topspin forehand.

One of the players is Geoff Hillier, author of
‘Bandies of Fortune’, which is a fascinating
compendium of literary references to real tennis,
and the dedans-based Marker, using a marking
board the like of which I have never seen before,
is ‘Taffy’ Williams.
The Last Word
RT42
Douglas Adams wrote (so brilliantly), that after
millennia of data-crunching, the mega-computer,
‘Deep Thought’, produced the answer to THE
question, the one about life, the universe and
everything - and the answer was the number ‘42’.
This reference makes ‘RT42’ an excellent choice
of name for the digital depository of as much
information as can be gathered that relates to the
game of real tennis. The website has just gone
live, and we recommend it thoroughly to you.
Do have a browse through the pages at this
address: https://rt42.org/.

This edition’s second video feature is a
splendid piece of archive footage from 1964 of
the old and rather battered-looking Melbourne
court. Our thanks to Les Ronaldson for
bringing this clip is our attention.
https://onedrive.live.com/?authkey=%21AJrKt
XBmxyUoC74&cid=38780B6D65B9EB35&id=
38780B6D65B9EB35%217835&parId=38780
B6D65B9EB35%217832&o=OneUp
The voiceover perpetuates some erroneous
myths of the game: the court modelled on a
monastic cloister; the name ‘Real’ being a
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This website, which is ‘For the Real Tennis
Community’, has been a huge labour, was
conceived by Nick Jones, of Seacourt, who
has worked on an Editorial Board with Colm
O’Shea and Rob Fahey that has received
contributions from many, many others.

Thank you for staying with us through to the end
notes. We hope you will enjoy your less-restricted
tennis during the year ahead.

The website states: ‘
Over time we hope to build upon our
foundations and to provide answers to
questions about all things real tennis.

This first Newsletter of 2022
was compiled by Maggie Henderson-Tew
and is sent with good wishes from the

We want to collaborate with the whole tennis
community, and welcome comments and
suggestions to help us achieve our goal.

Radley and Bristol Real Tennis Clubs.

So if you have expertise about the aerodynamics of a
real tennis ball, we want to hear from you.
If you know about the coefficient of friction and can
explain how cut works differently on different floor
and wall surfaces, we want to hear from you.
Or if you can explain why some courts favour a
railroad and others favour a giraffe, we want to hear
from you.
Or perhaps your field is more arts than science and
you want to spread your knowledge about real tennis
in Germany.
Perhaps you’ve recently discovered a painting with a
real tennis racket in the background you want to
share.
Or maybe you’ve written a real tennis themed poem
and don’t know where to post it.
From the next edition, in the Spring,

In all three cases and more, we want to hear from
you!

this newsletter will again focus on

The real tennis world is full of expertise from myriad
fields.

the internal news of the Radley club
rather than of Radley and Bristol.

We want to draw upon and share your knowledge
about anything and everything you can think of.
In RT42 you will find an ally in spreading knowledge
of every kind, so please use us and help us provide
material for the tennis world at large.’
This seems an appropriate note of which to
end this, the longest-ever, edition of Better
Than The Last.
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